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Call for Papers

Machine learning (ML) applications promise to enhance industrial processes in terms of availability, yield, and safety. Though many ML models fail after a short pilot phase, very few are actually used over the long term. One of the biggest challenges in using ML for industrial applications is the struggle to incorporate domain knowledge and build trust in ML models. Two strategies for resolving these issues are explainable artificial intelligence (XAI) and interactive machine learning. However, these methods face unique difficulties in industrial applications with
high-dimensional, noisy, and severely unbalanced data. In order to address this challenge in the industrial domain, this special session will examine techniques and application examples for interactive learning and explainability. This will help to put the process and domain experts at the forefront of the ML development process. Contributions that can clarify the difficulties of using such methods in the industrial setting are also welcome.

Topics of interest include, but are not limited to:

- Interactive data labeling for industrial applications.
- Industrial process simulation for generating (labeled) data for ML.
- Active ML in industrial applications.
- Human–AI interactions and interfaces in industrial applications.
- Trustworthy AI for industrial applications.
- Industry specific methods and approaches for ML model validation.
- Industry specific visualizations for XAI explanations.
- Industrial applications of XAI methods (e.g., LIME, SHAP, or model specific).
- Explanatory user interfaces and human-computer interaction (HCI) for XAI.
- Self-explanatory agents and decision support systems.
- XAI for planning and decision-making.
- Causal reasoning and causal explanations for monitoring and fault diagnosis.

Submissions Procedure: All the instructions for paper submission are included in the conference website https://2023.ieee-indin.org/index.php

Deadlines:

- Deadline for submission of papers: March 01, 2023
- Notification of acceptance of papers: April 15, 2023
- Final manuscripts due: June 05, 2023